Vote
Preksha Mittal
for DECA Area 3
President

About Me
Hi! My name is Preksha (pronounced pray-ksha) and I am currently a junior at Eastlake High School!

Hobbies
• Singing and playing instruments
• Dance
• Baking/cooking
• Photography
• Traveling

Progress with Preksha!

Why Preksha?
Passionate about DECA and serving others.

Experience
• Two-time ICDC qualifier; finalist at ICDC as a freshman
• Part of Eastlake DECA Officer Team for 2 years
• Founder and president of a non-profit’s (Association for India’s Development) Sammamish teen chapter
  • Music teacher for last four years
  • Band section leader and drum minor

Vision:
Provide enhanced resources to increase competitive success
Increase interest and membership
Encourage networking between all DECA chapters in Washington and between members at conferences through workshops, keynote speakers, and career fairs